
Top 10 Reasons To Have Brian Richards 
 To Your School...
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#1 Fully Insured 
While Brian's programs has nothing dangerous or inappropriate, he is fully 

insured so that you can rest assured that his most important concern is the staff and 
students at your school!


#2 Customer Service Expert 
There are many different providers in the school assembly market.  In some 

cases they put themselves above busy people like yourself and need special staging, 
dressing rooms or other ridiculous requests often at the last minute.  Not Brian...he 
can present his programs anywhere and will make the space you have for him work!  
Set-up and breaking down the equipment for his assembly is fast because he wants 
to be sure not to complicate your school's schedule!


#3 Programs Targeted to Your Grade Levels 
Brian loves to have the whole school participate in his program but he 

understands that space limitations are an issue.  So he has taken that into account 
and has special back to back pricing for multiple shows.  The nice feature is Brian 
changes his content based on whether he is performing for younger or older 
students!


#4 Miles of Smiles 
Teaching is more effective when the students are entertained.  Retention is 

improved and as one teacher put it, "They learned without even realizing they were 
learning!".  With each assembly you get 3 key messages reinforced throughout the 
assembly!


#5 NO Hidden Extra Charges 
When you get your agreement it will be complete the cost you see has no 

hidden charges.  Brian calculates all travel and expenses upfront no matter how far 
he has to travel.



#6 All Assemblies Include Digital Promotion File & Classroom File 
Brian believes that for an assembly to truly have IMPACT it must include 

reinforcement.  He does this by sharing a great assembly and follows it up with in 
class materials for the classroom and activities that can be brought home!


#7 A Captivated Audience 
It's not an easy matter to control the attention of 600 primary students for 45 

minutes.  But that's where 25+ years of experience comes to play.  Brian 
understands your students and is an expert presenter.  In addition Brian is a 
substitute teacher in the Osseo and Anoka Hennepin school districts.  He knows 
how to work with children in ways that IMPACT them.


#8 Top Notch Interaction with audience 
Your students will feel part of the show, by actually being on stage with Brian, 

yelling an important phrase or just laughing along the way.  Teachers and parents are 
quick to say that the best part of Brian's assemblies is the interaction and 
connection the happens during the assembly itself.


#9 A Track Record That Speaks For Itself 
Just look on any page on this website and you will finds lots and lots of 

testimonials that attest to the quality and results of Brian's assemblies!  The students 
learn while they have a great time and what's more they remember it and bring it 
home.  Parents will appreciate the results of such a practical addition to their child's 
day!


#10 "Better Than Money Back" Guarantee 
If you're not happy, neither is Brian.  If you are not satisfied with any of Brian's 

programs you pay NOTHING!  But more than that if you are not satisfied Brian will 
donate $100 to your PTA/PTO just for wasting your time.  But fear not, nobody has 
ever taken Brian up on his offer he is committed to make his assembly meet any and 
all of your expectations!


While we're at it why not get your FREE copy of  
my "TOP SECRET: School Assembly Funding Booklet" 

and my "Assembly Presenter Checklist" 

CALL/TEXT BRIAN @ (763) 656-3662 
Right NOW!


